Abstract-This paper proposes novel photonic devices and circuits composed of circular and fan-shaped microdisks. Using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, we investigated propagation characteristics of light in fundamental elements, the coupler of closely placed disks and the butt-joint of disks. The coupler can be used for extracting the light from a disk laser. It was shown that the efficiency of the light extraction can be over 70% by the coupler. A mode size converter and a tunable filter combined with couplers were numerically demonstrated. The joint can be applied to a compact and sophisticate optical wiring in a large scale circuit, since the joint loss estimated was as low as 0.1 dB.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ICRODISK lasers [1] - [3] are expected to be the key devices for future photonic circuits with the lowpower consumption and the multifunctionality. They operate with clockwise and anticlockwise whispering gallery modes (WG's), which are confined strongly inside the circular disk by the total internal reflection at semiconductor/air boundaries. They are fabricated into a standard epitaxial wafer for laser diodes by using a simple process. Therefore, it is easy to reduce the cavity size with maintaining a high factor. The small cavity allows the ultralow threshold, the stable singlemode operation and the spontaneous emission control [3] . So far, the room temperature continuous-wave operation has been achieved in a GaInAsP/InP injection device of 3 m in diameter with a record low threshold of 150 A [4] . A 2-m-diameter injection device [5] and a 1.6-m-diameter photo-pumped device [6] have also been reported as the smallest devices. Another unique feature is that WG modes have the evanescent field spreading from the disk edge to the air with a penetration depth of less than 0.2 m. We have proposed and demonstrated a near-field probe sensor utilizing this feature [7] , [8] .
One of the problems of microdisk lasers is the difficulty of extracting the efficient light output. So far, patterned asymmetries [9] , double-disk structures [10] , and waveguide couplers [11] have been studied as light extractors. The first two demonstrated the directional light radiation. However, they are essentially difficult to integrate together with waveguides and other elements. The last one is an orthodox method, which utilizes the evanescent coupling of modes. It has also been investigated with a ring laser [12] . However, as explained in detail in the next section, it is also difficult to fabricate simultaneously with standard disk lasers in which the disk center is supported by posts. Due to this situation, the schematic of a photonic circuit based on disk lasers has never been discussed in the concrete. In this paper, we propose photonic devices and circuits based on circular and fan-shaped disks. We discuss possibilities of a coupler suitable for the light extractor, the resonator and other functional devices. We also propose the joint of disks usable for the sophisticate optical wiring in photonic circuits. We present the numerical calculation of light guided in these devices.
As a numerical calculation method of light in arbitrary structures, we employed the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [13] , since calculation models in this study contained many boundaries with a high-refractive index step, which might cause the large reflection and the transient behavior of light. In the FDTD method, Maxwell's equations are discretized in space and time domains, and electromagnetic fields are numerically calculated for each cell dividing the model. To obtain the high accuracy for the round shape of disks, it is necessary to make the cell small enough. However, it simply increases the required computer resource and the calculation time. At this stage, it is difficult to calculate the three-dimensional (3-D) model with the high accuracy by using a personal computer and/or a workstation. The calculation of WG modes and the factor in disk cavities have been reported [14] - [16] . In those reports, 3-D models were simplified to two-dimensional (2-D) ones by assuming the axial symmetry of structures. Since models in this study were not symmetric, this assumption could not be used. Thus, we performed the simplification by using the equivalent refractive index approximation, as has been reported in [11] .
In this paper, we first outline the configuration and the operation of proposed devices in Section II. Next, we briefly explain the FDTD method with the equivalent refractive index approximation, and present calculated characteristics of light in the coupler in Section III. We describe a mode size converter and a resonant filter as examples of functional devises combined with couplers. In Section IV, we present characteristics of light passing through the joint with low loss, which can be used as an optical wiring in photonic circuits. Finally, we discuss the accuracy of the results obtained by the approximation.
0733-8724/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE II. PHOTONIC DEVICES BASED ON MICRODISKS Microdisk lasers are fabricated by: 1) the formation of circular mesas into an epitaxial wafer having the multiple quantum-well (MQW) active layer sandwiched by cladding layers and 2) the selective wet etching of the cladding layers. The disk is exposed to the air by the wet etching, and its center is supported by the posts having the square crosssection, which is dominated by crystallographic planes. In the following, we discuss the combination of circular disks and fan-shaped disks. As briefly mentioned in Section I, the combination of circular disks and straight waveguides has been theoretically investigated [11] . However, such waveguides are difficult to fabricate in the process mentioned above. Now let us consider the standard fabrication of GaInAsP/InP disks and straight waveguides on a (001) substrate, for example. It is experimentally observed that, when waveguides are oriented in the [110] or direction, the selective wet etching of InP cladding layers is almost suppressed. This is due to the (110) and planes, equivalent to cleaved facets, chemically stable against the wet etching. The combination of a thin disk and the so-formed rectangular waveguide was not supposed in [11] . However, one can consider that the evanescent coupling between them is not efficient because of the absolutely different profiles of transverse modes in the vertical direction. When waveguides are in the [100] or [010] direction, almost the same etching as for disks is observed for waveguides. As a laser structure with the strong optical confinement, we have investigated such a waveguide with the core whose wings were exposed to the air and the center was supported by straight posts [17] . This type of waveguide maintains the same transverse mode as that in the thin disk. However, the lateral mode profile is still very different. It is concluded that the coupling between a thin disk and a straight waveguide in an arbitrary direction is difficult to achieve. In contrast to this, circular disks and fan-shaped disks are fabricated simultaneously in the same process independently of the vertical structure. In addition, they can maintain absolutely the same modes suitable for the coupling.
To make the following discussion simple and general, we ignore the internal absorption loss, the scattering loss caused by the imperfection of the disk and the influence of posts. Disk elements including the active layer have the large interband absorption loss with no excitation. This absorption loss can be extinguished by the moderate current injection. The free carrier absorption and the intervalence band absorption are small enough for such small devices and circuits as discussed below. The imperfection of the disk has been sufficiently reduced in the experiment [4] . Also, it has been theoretically shown that the scattering loss at posts can be negligible by the optimization of the post width [18] . Table I summarizes proposed devices and circuits. Table I(a) shows the combination of a circular disk and a fan-shaped disk, which can be used as an extractor of light from the disk laser. Let us call the fan-shaped disk as a waveguide disk. By the evanescent coupling of WG modes, the light in the circular disk is transferred to the waveguide TABLE I disk. The coupling is considered to be the most efficient when the curvature of the waveguide disk is the same as that of the circular disk so that the mode matching is well achieved between two disks. The clockwise and anticlockwise WG modes are guided near the edge of the waveguide disk and radiated from two ends. The orientation of the radiation is changed arbitrarily by changing the position of the waveguide disk against the circular disk or by changing the angle of the two ends. Table I(b) shows the combination of two circular disks. It can be used as a coupled cavity laser like a laser, which shows the single mode operation, the self-sustained pulsation, the bistability and so on, depending on bias conditions to the two disks. It can also be used as the combination of a laser and a monitor detector by changing bias conditions. Table I(c) shows the mode size converter of an elliptical disk. The WG mode gradually changes its lateral size by the diffraction in the elliptical disk after it runs quarter rounds. Table I(c) is an example of the elliptical disk coupled with a circular disk. In this case, the efficient coupling may be achieved when the radius of curvature is the same between two disks around the coupler. Table I(d) shows the resonant filter composed of two waveguide disks and a circular disk. As a ring resonator, it extracts the light having resonant wavelengths of the circular disk from one waveguide disk to another. If the refractive index of the circular disk is changed by the current injection, it acts as a tunable filter. The size of these devices will be much smaller than those of conventional devices due to the small disk diameter of typically several microns. Table I(e) shows the butt-joint of two waveguide disks. Since the WG mode distributes near the disk edge, it efficiently propagates from one disk to another when edges of the two disks are joined with a moderate margin. The sequential joining of many disks allows the light propagation in arbitrary direction. Due to the small size of disks, the total size of a photonic circuit constructed by such joined disks will be 10 2 to 10 4 smaller than a conventional circuit constructed by bent waveguides whose radius of curvature is 100 m to several millimeters.
III. PHOTONIC DEVICES USING COUPLER
In this section, we describe the FDTD calculation of the efficiency of the light extraction from the circular disk laser to the fan-shaped waveguide disk through the coupler. Fig. 1 shows the calculation model. Here, a half circular disk is assumed as a waveguide disk. We simplified 3-D structures of disks to 2-D ones by using the equivalent refractive index . The disk structure composes a three layer slab waveguide in the direction. The index is given by , where is the wave number in vacuum and is the propagation constant of the slab waveguide, which is calculated independently of the structure in the and directions. The model of Fig. 1 includes two disks both with the index and the surrounding air with an index of 1.0.
In the FDTD calculation, the time interval between each time step was determined from the criterion [19] , where is the vacuum velocity of light, and and are cell sizes. The average square refractive index was assumed at boundary cells between the disks and the air so that it satisfied the Ampere's low. As the boundary condition on the periphery of the model, we employed the Mur's second-order absorbing condition [20] . We confirmed that this condition suppresses the reflection of the light power to nearly 60 dB. The initial excitation was given for the magnetic field at two points in the laser disk. As the excitation function , we used the following Gaussian pulse modulated by the sinusoidal wave: (1) where is the amplitude, the angular frequency, and the index of the time step and that for the pulse peak, respectively, and the coefficient giving the spectral width. This function has a broad spectrum centered at .
In the following, the transverse electric (TE) polarization is assumed. Here, it is defined as the polarization having the electric field in the plane. This assumption well simulates the experimental laser fabricated into a compressive-strained MQW wafer which efficiency radiates the TE polarization [5] . We first optimized the cell size and to obtain the enough accuracy and the short calculation time; we examined the convergence of the resonant wavelength in the laser disk with the reduction of the cell size. Over all calculations, we assumed , , and m, where is the wavelength given by the relation . For , and , sufficiently converges to zero at and only the standing wave with the resonant wavelength remains in the disk. The resonant wavelength was obtained by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the time response at a certain point in the disk, as shown in Fig. 2, where . Against various disk diameters, resonant wavelengths calculated accorded with analytical solutions within 1% error, when the cell size is . Thus, for calculations shown in the following, we used this cell size. disk coupled to the waveguide disk at point A. They are guided along the disk edge and radiated from each end of the waveguide disk. Fig. 3(a) shows the distribution against the in-phase excitation at two symmetric points. Since the light is coupled at point A by the antinode of the standing wave, the WG mode in the laser disk is much influenced and scattered at this point. Fig. 3(b) shows the distribution against the outphase excitation, in which the light is coupled by the node of the standing wave. Under this condition, the mode of the circular disk is less influenced so that the scattering at point A is small. The light in the waveguide disk has almost the same profile as that in the laser disk. Since the lasing operation occurs by a mode with the lowest loss, Fig. 3(b) is considered to simulate the field in the actual laser.
We calculated the efficiency of the light extraction , which was defined as the ratio of the Poynting power at line B to the total Poynting power on the periphery of the model. Fig. 4 shows the efficiency with the distance between the laser disk and the waveguide disk. When the light is coupled by the antinode of the standing wave, is 15% and almost independent of . The low efficiency is caused by the scattering of light at point A toward the center of the waveguide disk. When the light is coupled by the node, is increased by reducing and higher than 35% for m. This means that over 70% light is radiated from both ends of the waveguide. Other 30% light includes 10% radiated from the center of the waveguide disk and 20% radiated directly to the outer space. The external efficiency of MQW stripe lasers is typically 70%. This value is dominated by the free carrier absorption in the MQW and the intervalence band absorption in the cladding layers. In this calculation, we did not take these absorptions into account. However, the intervalence band absorption in disk lasers is zero due to the air claddings. We consider that the so-obtained efficiency of the light extraction from the disk laser is not changed seriously even with the free carrier absorption loss. Next, we show calculated results on the mode size converter and the resonant filter. The calculation method and assumed parameters are the same as those mentioned above. The magnetic field distribution in the mode size converter is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, a half elliptical disk is 12 m in diameter of long-axis and 5 m in diameter of short-axis. The diameter of the laser disk is 3 m. WG modes are radiated from ends of the half elliptical disk. Let us define the lateral width of WG modes as the full width at 1/ of the peak of mode field. It is Fig. 6 shows the magnetic field distribution in the resonant filter, in which waveguide disks are half circular disks, and diameters of the circular resonator disk and waveguide disks are the same. The function was given at point F 1 , and the output light is observed at point F 2 . Since is much larger than 2 , we cannot observe the light excited and guided in the left waveguide disk, but observe the light of resonant wavelengths confined in the resonator disk and coupled to waveguide disks. Transmission spectra from F 1 to F 2 are shown in Fig. 7 . The FWHM of the spectra is 1.2 nm. This value seems to be affected by the scattering loss at couplers. Fig. 7 also shows the dependence of transmission spectra on the index of the resonator disk. The resonant wavelength shifts almost proportional to the change of .
IV. JOINT LOSS BETWEEN DISKS
The calculation model includes a coupler between a circular laser disk and a waveguide disk, and a joint between two waveguide disks, as shown in Fig. 8 . The calculation method and assumed parameters are the same as those in Section III. The magnetic field distribution is shown in Fig. 9 . WG modes are coupled to the waveguide disk by the node of the standing wave. The clockwise mode in the laser disk is guided and radiated mainly from the lower end of the lower waveguide disk, while the anticlockwise mode from the upper end of the upper disk. The time-averaged Poynting power at line B 1 and B 2 in Fig. 8 are denoted as and , respectively. The overlap width of waveguide disks at the joint is denoted as . The ratio / calculated with is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 10 . The ratio takes its minimum at m. From this result, we estimated the joint loss at point C in Fig. 8 . Let us consider the round-trip light between ends of the upper and lower disks, which suffers the reflection at end facets. Assuming that the power is coupled from the laser disk to the waveguide disk at point A, and are expressed as where is the facet reflectivity. The joint loss is obtained as (4) The facet reflectivity was calculated to be 20.4% when assuming . Thus, was obtained in the units of dB as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 10 . The dependence of on the width is almost the same as that of . The minimum loss is as low as 0.1 dB for m. Let us briefly discuss the reason of this low loss. The loss is generally expressed as (5) where and are the radial component of the electric field and the component of the magnetic field, respectively, for the TE polarization, and (1) and (2) denote the field of the input and the output disks at the joint, respectively. Since is not continuous at the disk edge due to the boundary condition, its radial distribution is asymmetric against the peak. On the other hand, that of is almost symmetric. Therefore, it is expected from (5) that the efficiency becomes almost unity when ends of waveguide disks are joined in the opposite direction with a moderate overlap width so that peak positions of and are the same.
V. DISCUSSION ON ACCURACY
Let us discuss the accuracy of the so-obtained results by the 2-D calculation. The equivalent refractive index approximation is often used for the analysis of guided modes in weak optical confinement waveguides. However, it may cause some amount of error for strong confinement waveguides as assumed in this paper. It was shown in [14] and [21] that the resonant wavelength for a microdisk, which was obtained by the 2-D calculation, had 1.4% error against the measured one. This error indicates the radial shift of the WG mode and the change of its orbital length by the 2-D approximation. They give some amount of error for the extraction efficiency of light by the coupler, because the shift of the WG mode exponentially changes the evanescent coupling condition. We think that it mainly changes the optimum distance between disks. On the other hand, the error for the joint efficiency is linearly influenced by the mode shift. Therefore, the error for the joint efficiency should be no larger than several percents. This value corresponds to the joint loss of less than 0.3 dB. It is still low enough to discuss a large scale optical wiring.
Finally, let us discuss the possibility and the accuracy of a 3-D FDTD calculation. The error 1.4% is not always valid for calculations in this paper, as mentioned above. However, it may be a criterion when we compare 2-D results with 3-D ones. In a 3-D FDTD with cells, the computer resource required is normally increased to times those in a 2-D with cells. For typical cell number in this paper, which corresponds to 7.5 m length divided by cells, the required resource becomes 1200 times. In this study, we used typically 256 MB memories for the 2-D calculation. Thus, the 3-D will need 300 GB for the same calculations. This is too large and not realistic for present computer systems. We estimated that it can be reduced to 10 GB by the reduction of the total analysis volume and the efficient management of memories. Further reduction seems to be difficult without making the cell size larger. For cells, it becomes 400 MB. It is a realistic value in a high-class computer system. We found in the 2-D calculation, however, that by using cells, the error of the light extraction efficiency was increased to 11 and 28% for and 0.3 m, respectively. We suppose that such a large cell size also increases the error to the same order in 3-D calculations. Thus, the accuracy by 3-D calculations is not always higher than that by 2-D ones. At this stage, a more accurate calculation is not possible anyway. We believe that the 2-D calculation in this paper gives, at least, the same qualitative results as those by an ideal calculation.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed novel photonic devices and circuits, composed of circular and fan-shaped disks, which are coupled and joined with each other. Using the 2-D FDTD method, we estimated that the efficiency of the light extraction from a disk laser can be over 70% when a fan-shaped waveguide disk is put close to the laser disk with a gap less than 0.3 m. We confirmed the fundamental action of the mode size converter and the tunable resonant filter in the calculation. We also estimated the joint loss between waveguide disks to be as low as 0.1 dB. The total loss will be less than 1 dB, although 10 disks are sequentially joined. This type of optical wiring remarkably reduces the size of photonic circuits to less than 10 4 of that of conventional ones. In such a circuit, the power consumption will also be reduced in proportion to the reduced size. We expect that they achieve a novel large scale integrated circuit with highly sophisticated functions.
